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1. Introduction and
Methodology
This document presents the main findings
of the analysis of the Enabling Environment
for Sustainable Enterprises in Moldova
(EESE). The EESE methodology, developed
by the International Labour Organization,
combines secondary data, literature
reviews, technical inputs provided by
representatives of tripartite stakeholders,
and an enterprise-level perception survey.
In Moldova, the assessment was conducted
between May 2018 and September 2019,
and consisted of a secondary data review
and two questionnaires, one involving 400
enterprises, and one targeting 107 employees.
The charts provide an overview of the
characteristics of the survey respondents.

59%
of survey respondents were men
Age, gender, and role of survey respondents

400

107

Workers

Enterprises

This table provides an overview of the age, gender,
and role of respondents to the enterprise survey.
It should be noted that the vast majority of those
taking the enterprises survey were owners or CEOs,
with only 5 respondents out 400 not identifying in
one of these two categories. The distribution by
gender and age should be taken into consideration
when reading survey results, as it can impact the
respondents' outlook on the enabling environment.

64.5

%

18 - 24

of enterprises in the survey have fewer
than 10 employees

25 - 34

Enterprise Size

35 - 44

The sample stratification was based on information
gathered from the National Bureau of Statistics, with
adjustments due to the difficulty of accessing large
enterprise representatives.

X

258 Micro

X

102
85%Small

X

78%
33 Medium

MALE

FEMALE

45 - 54
55 -60
60+
KEY

X

7 Large

Female - Owner

Male - Owner

Female - Manager/
Other

Male - Manager/Other

33
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Northern Region

26

Balti Municipality

244
Chisinau Municipality

64

33

Central Region

Southern Region

Geographical and
sectorial coverage
The survey covered the majority of
Moldova’s territory, with the majority
of respondents located in the Capital,
to reflect the characteristics of the
country’s enterprise population.
In terms of sectors, it is worth
noting that 60% of the respondents
operated in trade or services (304
respondents out of a grand total of
507).

Limitations of the survey
The most challenging issue related to
the data collection process was the
low willingness of a very big part of
the companies’ representatives to
participate in the survey, due to the
uncertainty regarding the possible
consequences of the response
given. This could then result in a
certain amount of selection bias
in the sample, as there is likely
something common among those
companies who consented to letting
representatives be surveyed.

35.1

%

Wholesale and retail trade

Manufacturing

Enterprises

Enterprises

Workers

Agriculture

Construction

Enterprises

Enterprises

Workers

Workers

Transportation

ICT

Workers

Services

of enterprises in the sample operate in
wholesale and retail trade

Enterprises

Enterprises
Workers

Enterprises

Workers

Workers

Others

Workers
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2. International Comparison
The assessment of Enabling Environment for Sustainable Enterprises in Moldova started with a review
of secondary indicators, which were used to compare the situation in Moldova with that of five countries
identified by ILO constituents in May 2018. In July 2018, a workshop was held during which findings from
secondary research were presented and ten priority conditions for the perception survey were agreed on, as
follows: Good governance, Social Dialogue, Respect for International Human Rights and International Labour
Standards, Sound and stable macroeconomic policy and good management of the economy, Enabling legal
and regulatory environment, Rule of law and secure property rights, Fair competition, Access to financial
services, Physical infrastructure, and Education, training and lifelong learning. The results of the perception
survey are presented in the next pages.

10

priority conditions
were selected for
further research

Aggregated key secondary indicators on the enabling environment

These charts were created by harmonizing and aggregating the main secondary indicators of the four elements of an Enabling
Environment for Sustainable Enterprises. Taller bars and larger bubbles indicate better performance (i.e. a more "enabling" business
environment). The list of indicators used for this comparison can be found in the full report on The enabling environment for sustainable enterprises in Moldova.
ENABLING

ENABLING
MALTA

ESTONIA

ESTONIA

SLOVENIA

MALTA
SLOVENIA

ALBANIA

ROMANIA
ROMANIA

ALBANIA

MOLDOVA

MOLDOVA
NOT
ENABLING

Political Elements

NOT
ENABLING

Economic Elements

ENABLING

ENABLING
SLOVENIA

MOLDOVA

ESTONIA

ALBANIA

ESTONIA

ROMANIA

MALTA

SLOVENIA
ROMANIA

MOLDOVA

MALTA

ALBANIA

NOT
ENABLING

Social Elements

Environmental Elements

NOT
ENABLING
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3. Political Elements
Good Governance
Moldova faces the challenges of
building a healthy democracy
and economy in the context of
fragile institutions and limited
human capital. Corruption
has been a major problem
since independence, which

combined with a contentious
political environment, frequent
government changes and low
levels of economic growth,
constitutes an obstacle to
private sector development
and investment. In 2016, the
Anti-Corruption prosecution
Office of Moldova was created

to investigate and prosecute
corruption, bribery and abuse of
power by public servants. Other
reforms to the public integrity
system include creating better
reporting mechanisms, and new
agencies to oversee the financial
disclosures and conflicts of
interest of public officials.

Perception of corruption and its effect of enterprise development

The majority of surveyed enterprises estimated that bribery and corruption are a major obstacle to enterprise development. In particular, more than half of respondents thought that enterprises similar to their own had to offer bribes
in relation to supervisory authorities, and that it is important to have political connections to benefit from state support programmes.

HIGH

LOW

Evaluation of the government's engagement in anti-corruption and effectiveness of anticorruption policies

When it came to assessing the efficiency of state bodies that are tasked with combating corruption, only 3% of those
surveyed thought that they were very efficient. A big part of the sample (48%) thought that they were rather or completely inefficient.

HIGH

LOW

Social Dialogue
Labour relations in Moldova
are regulate by the Labour
Code of 2003 and managed by
the National Commission for
Consultations and Collective
Bargaining, as well as similar

commissions at the branch and
territorial level. Despite some
significant progress in recent
years, tripartite dialogue at the
local level remains modestly
developed. There is a lack of
organised social partners.
The weakness and absence of

employers’ organizations in some
sectors, and of trade unions
in private enterprises, do not
allow for the development of
collective bargaining processes,
or the conclusion of collective
agreements at the sectoral level.

Overall perception of social dialogue by enterprise respondents

NOT
EFFECTIVE

EFFECTIVE
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Social dialogue as perceived by employers and workers

These scores (from 0 to 10) represent the assessment provided by workers and employers of the different elements
of social dialogue. The disaggregated survey questions and responses can be found in the full report on the Enabling
Environment for Sustainable Enterprises in Moldova.

1.4
1.3

7.7

Membership to
workers'
organisation

Membership to
employers'
organisation

Consultation
of workers by
management in
decisions related to the
company's activity

2.5

6.8
4.0

Effectiveness
of workers'
federation

3.9

Effectiveness
of employers'
federation

Consultation of
employers by
autorithies in decision
processes

Right to
collective
bargaining

5.5

Perceived
freedom of
association

KEY
Workers' survey
results

Employers' survey
results
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Respect for Universal Human Rights
and International Labour Standards
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Respect of Human Rights in Moldova, as perceived by enterprises

In Moldova, the legal framework provides
for the protection of Human Rights, but the
implementation of existing laws is problematic,
and de facto discrimination sometimes persists.
The main areas of concern include potential
infringement of freedom of association, unfair
trials in politically sensitive cases, allegations
of torture and ill-treatment in detention, and
protections for minorities.
Moldova has adopted seven of the nine main
human rights conventions, as well as all eight
fundamental ILO Conventions on freedom of
association and collective bargaining, and the
abolition of child labour, forced labour and all
forms of discrimination.

Average response to the question "To what extent do you think
that human rights are respected in Moldova?"

WIDELY
RESPECTED

USUALLY
RESPECTED

SOMETIMES
RESPECTED

31.3

%

RARELY
RESPECTED

NOT
RESPECTED

of respondents felt that human rights
are usually respected in Moldova

Understanding and enforcement of International Labour Standards and Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work
VERY HIGH

This diagram summarizes the perception of enterprise
respondents regarding the understanding, promotion and
application of international labour standards and fundamental
principles and rights at work in Moldova. Overall, the results
are ambivalent, as enterprise representatives in many cases
thought that International Labour Standards were only partly
understood by the general public (41.5% of respondents),
and not very well promoted by the government (47.8%). The
perception about fundamental principles and rights at work
were slightly more positive, in particular regarding their understanding by management, although respondents were less
optimistic regarding the understanding of FPRW by the general
public, and their application by enterprises in their operations.
The scores shown in the figure (from 0 to 10) represent the
weighed average of survey responses.

HIGH

5.7

3.9

4.0
3.9

4.2

LOW

VERYLOW

X

General understanding of International Labour Standards

X

Government promotion of International Labour Standards

X

Citizens' understanding of Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work

X

Management's understanding of Fundamental Principles and
Rights at Work

X

Enforcement of Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work by enterprises
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4. Economic Elements
Sound and stable macroeconomic policy
and good management of the economy

Overall perception of the economy

Since its independence in 1991, Moldova has
transitioned from central planning to the market
economy. The country today has a small and relatively
open economy, with agriculture employing a third of
its labour force. There are significant geographical
disparities as 57% of all industrial enterprises are
located in the capital.

Enterprises were asked whether they thought that
Moldova had a stable and well-managed economy.
Only 0.3% of respondents was in total agreement,
while 6% did not know.

87

Poverty rates are much higher and access to public
services more difficult in rural areas. While growth is
expected to continue the economy is still vulnerable
to shocks, and structural reforms will be required for
private sector growth and job creation.

35.8

%

7%

%

STABLE

UNSTABLE

of respondents think the
tax burden is a constraint to
enterprise development

Impact of taxation on enterprise development

The survey gathered information on the perceived impact of taxes on the development of Moldovan enterprises. This
includes tax administration (accounting, reporting, payment processes, etc.), the fiscal burden (both direct and indirect),
and the effect of recent tax reforms. Enterprises were also asked about the effect of specific taxes on growth.
Impact of tax
administration

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

Impact of
fiscal burden

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

Impact of
tax reform

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

Rule of law and secure
property rights
Moldova is a civil law country, with
its legal framework based largely
on statutory law. Although the
legal system has undergone major
changes since the soviet era, there
is a need to enhance the security
of property rights, increase the
transparency of property data,
improve registration systems and
modernize commercial law.
In particular, amendments to
the national legal framework on
intellectual property rights are being
put in place, in order to harmonize
with the EU legislation.

ENCOURAGES
GROWTH
LIMITED
IMPACT

Company VAT Social
rates
Security

DISCOURAGES
GROWTH

Perception of different elements of the legal system

Enterprises expressed their view on the current status of the legal system,
and in particular on whether laws are formulated without interference,
whether commercial disputes can be solved fairly, and whether property
rights are respected.
VERY HIGH

Impartiality in
law-making

Protection of
property rights

Fairness of commercial
disputes

HIGH

LOW

VERY LOW
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Enabling Legal and
Regulatory Environment

business became easier in
2014, when the minimum
capital requirement was
abolished, and an electronic
system made paying taxes
easier for companies. A
new 2018-2020 action plan
for business regulatory
framework reform, is
currently being implemented.

Over the years the
Government of Moldova has
taken steps to streamline
and simplify the process
of business registration
and licensing, lowered tax
rates, and strengthened tax
administration. Starting a

Perception of the legal environment

Respondents assessed the conduciveness of the legal and regulatory
environment for the functioning and
development of enterprises.
VERY
CONDUCIVE

Ease and transparency in obtaining permits and licenses

Enterprises were asked how easy it was to
obtain permits and licenses, and whether
the procedures complied with minimal
standards of transparency and clarity.
VERY
HIGH

General
Perception

of respondents
stated that recent
regulatory reforms
had a positive or
very positive effect

HIGH
LOW
VERY
LOW

57.5

%

Ease

4.1

4.6

MSME
Perception

NOT AT ALL
CONDUCIVE

Transparency

Perception of the Labour Code

The Survey examined responses to various aspects of labour law and its implementation. The chart below summarizes
the perception of enterprise respondents on the impact of the Labour Code on enterprise growth, on whether it offers a
favourable framework for managing human resources, and on their perception of recent reforms in the labour code.
Effect of Labour Code
on enterprise growth
Efficiency of Labour Code
for HR management
Impact of Labour Code
reform on enterprises

Fair competition
The Competition Council
is the institution in charge
of enforcing competition
and state-aid provisions
in Moldova. Despite the
legislation, there have been
allegations of State Owned
Enterprises having an
advantage.

58.3

%

of respondents never
participates in tenders

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

LOW

HIGH

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

Efficiency of anti-monopoly

Competion from informal enterprises

Efficiency of anti-monopoly policies, percentage of respondents.

9%
EFFICIENT

43%

48%

INEFFICIENT

N/A

The majority of enterprises (63%) thought
that competition was low or very low.
ENTERPRISE
PERCEPTION
VERY
LOW

LOW

HIGH

VERY
HIGH

Transparency of public tenders

This graph summarizes the perception of enterprise respondents on the transparency
of public tendering processes, and whether illicit payments are needed to win a bid.

LOW

HIGH
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Access to financial services

Perception of financial sector policies

Enterprises were asked whether financial sector policies
were conducive to enterprise growth
SOMEWHAT
CONDUCIVE

ENTERPRISE
PERCEPTION
HARDLY
CONDUCIVE

CONDUCIVE

NOT AT ALL
CONDUCIVE

VERY
CONDUCIVE

Youth

Ease of accessing finance, by source

Evaluation of the ease of accessing finance for a formal
small business, according to enterprise respondents.
Business
loan

IMPOSSIBLE

VERY EASY

Equity
capital

IMPOSSIBLE

VERY EASY

Lease
finance

IMPOSSIBLE

VERY EASY

Business
insurance

IMPOSSIBLE

VERY EASY

Loan
guarantee

IMPOSSIBLE

VERY EASY

Physical infrastructure
Physical infrastructure suffers from a disparity
in quality between Chisinau and the rest of
the country. Moldova’s railroads have not
been upgraded since the Soviet era, are not
electrified, and have limited speed and load
weights. Thus, the majority of goods transport
happens on roads, which are often muddy
and impassable during the winter. Access
to regional ports is becoming increasingly
important, as the majority of trade is handled
by ports in Ukraine and Romania.
Business cost of inadequate infrastructure

Enterprises were asked to estimate the costs
they incurred due to underdeveloped or inadequate physical infrastructure.
NO COST
LOW COST
ENTERPRISE PERCEPTION
HIGH COST

VERY HIGH
COST

Financial instruments of different types are still
evolving, and the securities market in Moldova
is underdeveloped. Local commercial banks
provide mostly short-term, high-interest loans
and tend to require significant collateral, which
reflects the high perceived economic risk in
Moldova. Generally, credit activity is mostly
focused on large corporations; and banks
have few clients from small and medium-sized
enterprises. These enterprises, then, have to
resort to other sources to finance investment.

are the ones who have most difficulty
accessing finance, according to 32% of
respondents

Savings

are the main way to fund new business ideas
for 59% of respondents

Collateral

is the biggest barrier when applying for a
loan for 36% of enterprises

Quality of infrastructure according to enterprises

These scores represent the average evaluation of the quality of
infrastructure, ranging from 0 (very poor) to 10 (very good).

7.4

2.8

Airports

Railways

Telecommunications

Roads

5.8 4.4
6.0 4.9
Electricity

Water
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5. Social Elements
Education, training, and lifelong learning
Moldova is affected by low labor productivity,
which reflects an incomplete transition from
a planned economy dominated by agriculture
and high informal employment. The lack of
human capital restricts enterprise growth, and
the vocational training system is not aligned
with the needs of the market. The survey
sought to understand the impact and main
causes of this skills mismatch.

Availability of skilled workforce

Enterprise respondents were asked about the availability of
skilled workforce in the country, and the quality of the educational system. This diagram summarizes their response, and
shows the extent of the skills mismatch in Moldova.
NO SKILLS DEFICITS
MINOR
SKILLS DEFICITS
ENTERPRISE PERCEPTION

68

%

SIGNIFICANT
SKILLS DEFICITS

MAJOR
SKILLS DEFICITS

of enterprise respondents cannot find
the skills they need

The causes of the skills mismatch, as perceived by enterprises

The assessment dug deeper into the causes of the skills mismatch, by measuring the enterprises’ perception on whether
the TVET system responds to the needs of the private sector, whether there are government-funded professional
development programmes, the investment that enterprises make on training their staff, and the frequency of these
internal trainings.
Relevance of TVET and
tertiary education

LOW

Government support to
professional development

LOW

Investment in internal
training by enterprises

LOW

Frequency of
internal training

LOW

3.8

HIGH

4.5

HIGH

1.8

HIGH

5.4

HIGH

Main reasons why enterprises do not invest in training

Given the low level frequency and investment in internal training, the survey collected information on the key barriers
that enterprise face when providing training to their employees.
IMPORTANT
OBSTACLE

IMPORTANT
OBSTACLE

OVERALL
AN OBSTACLE

OVERALL
AN OBSTACLE

A SMALL
OBSTACLE

A SMALL
OBSTACLE

NOT AN
OBSTACLE

NOT AN
OBSTACLE

Lack of
funds

Lack of
courses/trainers

Lack of
desire

High employee
turnover

Lack of
time

